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Challenges We Address
It is challenging to centralize and understand metrics related to ediscovery due to the lack of transparency
and uniformity of reporting both within and across matters. Monitoring trends and conducting evaluations of
ediscovery process effectiveness are hindered by disjointed and delayed receipt of project details. These issues
make it difficult for case teams to monitor and forecast their ediscovery spend and labor efficiency across the
EDRM, as well as reduce costs and improve project planning.

Benefits We Provide
Lighthouse Navigate is a web-based dashboard and reporting tool that gives you on-demand visibility into
important case information such as data volumes, cost savings, and spend to date. These insights allow you to
make informed case decisions, create more accurate budgets, and implement and monitor effectiveness of crossmatter processes. Navigate addresses the need for an enterprise reporting resource and provides you with the
ability to view, plan, compare, and forecast your data anywhere, anytime. You have access to all of your matters’
activity so you can create and observe detailed metrics related to cost, time, volume, and reduction performance.
Navigate alleviates visibility and comparison issues that lead to monitoring and forecasting challenges and allows
you to take control of your data.
With Navigate, case visibility and decision making are enhanced and accelerated as team members from both
inside and outside of your organization can access the metrics relevant to their work. Sharing and protecting
sensitive information is done at your discretion by controlling viewer permission for each user. Tracking and
validating the progress and results of your projects can be done on demand. In addition, forecasting and planning
are made easier through access to a centralized location with financial and operational data rolled up across all of
Lighthouse’s services.

FEATURES:
•

•
•

•

Consolidation — Select any one or all of your matters to see metrics associated with spend, volume, and
data reduction figures at a glance.
Configuration — Create, filter, and save the combination of reports most relevant to your needs.
Security — Set cascading security permissions to control which projects or types of information are
available to each user.
Mobility — Access your project information from any web browser on any device. Lighthouse Navigate
empowers your teams to access and share near real-time information directly addressing your ediscovery
program needs. By rolling up all components of project spend into personal dashboards, you can access
reports as often as you like and share access both inside and outside your organization to speed up your
cost and time-saving decisions.

Summary
Lighthouse Navigate empowers your teams to access and share near real-time information directly
addressing your ediscovery program needs. By rolling up all components of project spend into personal
dashboards, you can access reports as often as you like and share access both inside and outside your
organization to speed up your cost and time-saving decisions.
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For 25 years, Lighthouse has provided innovative software and services to manage the increasingly complex landscape of
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programs to proactively minimize the potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry leaders, top
global law firms, and the world’s leading software provider as a channel partner.
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